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Abstract: The protein-folding problem has been extensively studied during the last fifty years. The understanding of the 
dynamics of global shape of a protein and the influence on its biological function can help us to discover new and more 
effective drugs to deal with diseases of pharmacological relevance. Different computational approaches have been 
developed by different researchers in order to foresee the three-dimensional arrangement of atoms of proteins from their 
sequences. However, the computational complexity of this problem makes mandatory the search for new models, novel 
algorithmic strategies and hardware platforms that provide solutions in a reasonable time frame. We present in this 
revision work the past and last tendencies regarding protein folding simulations from both perspectives;hardware and 
software. Of particular interest to us are both the use of inexact solutions to this computationally hard problem as well as 
which hardware platforms have been used for running this kind of Soft Computing techniques. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Protein folding problem 
A noteworthy interrelation exists at the molecular level 
between the structure of a protein and its biological function, 
and in biochemistry we can find a diversity of such 
functionalities. It is well known that the mechanism by 
which a protein exerts its biological function is directly 
related to its native three-dimensional structure, which is 
precisely codified on its sequence of aminoacids[1]. 
 Being able to solve this problem is of outstanding 
importance since having access to the information related to 
the structure of these biomolecules, allows for being able to 
explain how bioactive compounds can modulate their 
biological activity and therefore paves the way to the drug 
discovery process.  
 In addition, one can find many more sequences than 
structural information, mainly due to the last advances in 
high-throughput sequencing and personalized medicine 
efforts [1-2]. Thus, a noticeable interest exists in the 
development of methodologies that, exploiting only 
information extracted from sequences, can predict in detail 
the structure of proteins. 
 
1.2. The simulation problem 
 Finding accurate solutions of the PSP problem is very 
challenging, and researchers have developed many different 
approaches in order to solve it by means of computer 
simulation. These simulation methods receive as input a 
protein sequence and outputtheir predictions for the protein 
structures. 
 Existing computer simulation methods for the PSP 
problem can be classified depending on: 
 a) the degree of details used in the protein model that 
undergoes the computer simulation:there are detailed all-
atom models that try to accurately represent and describe 
bonded and non-bonded interactions present in the folded 
protein structure. From the other side, coarse grain models 
can also be considered. In the last decades, the first 
theoretical hypotheses concerning protein folding, such as 
those stated by Dill et al.[2] were proposed. Main underlying 
ideas indicated that forces implied in the protein folding 
process were related with the intercommunication between 
their aminoacids. But recently, a theory that states that non-
bonded interactions significantly contribute to the dynamics 
of this mechanism, is being accepted, and researchers are 
showing interest to the use of very simple models of 
proteinsand other biological macromolecules. In this context, 
the study of these coarse grain models through computer 
simulation techniques can yield interesting results when their 
predictions are contrasted with empirical measurements. 
 b) the scoring function used for the estimation of the 
interactions between the elements of the protein 
model:thismathematical function will mainly depend on the 
type of protein model used, and for a given model, it might 
contain different sets of parameters that describe the relative 
intensity of the interactions between the different elements of 
the protein model. Its derivation or construction depends 
usually on physical theories or statistical analyses performed 
on previously available protein structures. 
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 c) the algorithm used for the global optimization problem 
of the scoring function: once a given protein model and 
scoring function have been chosen, a optimization methodis 
selected for working on the global optimization problem. It 
concerns the search of the most optimal value of the scoring 
function, since we assume that this value will correspond to 
the native protein fold [1]. Here it is possible to use methods 
that take into account the dynamics of the system, such as 
Molecular Dynamics [3], or stochastic methods that try to 
solve the optimization problem not taking into account the 
dynamics of the system [4]. The former is more realistic, but 
at the same time it is more computationally demanding, 
whereas the latter is much faster, but by using it we lose 
information about the evolution of the system. 
 Once we have chosen a model, scoring function and 
optimization algorithm, we can still consider what is the 
fastest way to carry out the required simulations depending 
on the available hardware architectures. 
 
1.3. Combination of models, algorithms and HPC. 
 The choice of model and its associated algorithm is 
mainly motivated by the required objectives, but it is also 
constrained by the computer hardware characteristics 
attainable in the relevant time frame. One of the most widely 
studied models of protein folding is the hydrophobic-
hydrophilic (HP) model introduced by Dill  [2]. In the 
description of the HP model, the different amino acids that 
form the macromolecular chain can be seen as a discretized 
conformation in a three-dimensional grid or lattice. Here, 
one of the most relevant underlying assumptions is that 
hydrophobic forces contribute considerably to the folding 
process, and the protein chain is modeled as an array of 
hydrophobic or hydrophilic chains (H or P for nonpolar and 
polar, respectively). Then, the most optimal protein 
conformation is the one that augments that number of 
nonpolar residues that are contiguous. In this case the folding 
process can be described as a minimization of the free-
energy of the system, and it can be considered as NP-hard 
problems [5]. This implies that such problems can not be 
efficiently processed by a computer (for insights we refer the 
reader to [6,7]). 
 Models and their associated algorithms should not be 
selected in isolation though. They must be evaluated in the 
context of the computer hardware environment they are 
going to run on. Algorithms that are designed to leverage 
maximum performance on a particular hardware architecture 
could become less effective on a different hardware. 
Therefore, the selection must be made carefully, and may 
change over time [8]. This issue even grows exponentially 
nowadays as we are witnessing the consolidation of 
heterogeneous systems (i.e., systems that use more than one 
kind of processors), mainly motivated for the exacerbated 
power consumption in current microprocessors, and trying to 
follow the wake of Moore’s law. Such heterogeneity is found 
at different levels from laptops to large-scale computers like 
supercomputers, clouds, etc, and also where it emerges 
naturally is in the low-power devices market such as 
smartphones, tablet and so on. [9].  This emergent landscape 
of computation in the high performance computing market 
offers new opportunities in the simulation of protein 
structure prediction. However, the recent 2014 United States 
Department of the Energy (DoE) report on top ten exascale 
research challenges [8] shows as one of the main challenges 
for next years the design of Exascale algorithms. It will 
require redesigning, or even reinventing the algorithms used 
in current scientific and engineering codes, and potentially 
reformulating the science problems to leverage billion-way 
parallel architectures.  
 In this sense, Soft Computing techniques are designed to 
deal with the difficulties which arise in real problems by 
including several factors like several levels of imprecision 
into the calculation and taking this into account to even 
change the granularity of the problem or somehow relaxing 
the goal of optimization at some point[10]. The source of 
inspiration of Soft Computing is based on the natural 
processes, trying to formalize such processes to solve a 
particular task. Techniques within this field include neural 
networks, genetic algorithms (GA), evolutionary algorithms, 
etc., having many of them a common ingredient in their 
definition: parallelism as the way of speeding-up simulations 
and providing practical implementations for a feasible search 
of a single, unified and parameterized solution. 
 This review article shows the last tendencies on the 
prediction of protein structure by computer simulation and 
our perspectives for the forthcoming years. We focus on both 
the Soft Computing techniques that have been applied to 
coarse-grain protein models, such as the HP-model since it is 
one of the most widely used coarse-grain models in the 
literature, and also the underlying hardware and 
programming models that have been used to execute those 
algorithms.  The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 
briefly introduces the reader into the main concepts 
underlying this review. Section 3 shows the Soft Computing 
techniques applied to protein folding methods before 
discussingin Section 4 about new trends in novel algorithms 
and architectures related to this problem. The paper finishes 
with some conclusions on the current state of the art for this 
topic.   
 
2. BACKGROUND 
2.1. Benchmarks in protein structure prediction. 
 In order to test the accuracy and convenience of PSP 
methods it is necessary to have control data (benchmarks) so 
that we can check whether our predictions are reliable or not.  
If our particular PSP model, scoring function and algorithm 
can reproduce the structure of proteins for which 
experimental structural data is available, we can continue 
forward and start to make predictions for sequences for 
which structures are still unknown. It is therefore of 
outstanding importance to test our PSP methods against all 
possible available benchmarks. 
 The field of PSP benchmarks can be usually divided into 
experimental and synthetic ones. When working with 
detailed atomic models, we will be able to compare them 
with structural data from online public databases such as 
Protein Data Bank (PDB) [11]. In order to test the accuracy 
of protein structure prediction methods, the current “gold 
standard” rule is to compare the predicted structure with the 
experimental one, and calculate the RMSD (Root Mean 
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Structure Deviation) between them. This is only possible 
when protein structures have been obtained by experimental 
methods such as X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic 
resonance, or cryo electron microscopy, and deposited in 
public access databases such as PDB. 
 In the case of coarse grain models we have two options. 
The first one is to convert them to all-atom models and then 
compare with experimental structures from PDB, and the 
second one is (when the first possibility does not exist) to 
compare them with synthetic data obtained previously from 
other researchers who have performed an exhaustive search 
of the solution space of the problem.  
 
 Lastly, and independently of the detail of the method 
used, we might be also interested in benchmarking the 
computational speed of our PSP method, depending on its 
hardware implementation, programming language used, etc. 
This is also very relevant since the computational 
performance of the method, and the availability of 
computational resources the researchers have access to, will 
dictate the size of the systems we want to study. 
 
2.2. Soft Computing techniques 
 From the algorithmic point of view, traditional hard 
computing techniques are based on three main objectives: 
precision, certainty and rigor. These requirements make the 
computational cost of such algorithms very costly, 
particularly to deal with real problems where the input size 
grows exponentially. Actually, this is the departure point of 
Soft Computing that tries to overcome the main difficulties 
in real problems, with the thesis that precision and certainty 
are sometimes unapproachable, and thus it may include the 
tolerance for imprecision and uncertainty [12,13]. Therefore, 
Soft Computingcan be defined as the antithesis of what we 
have called Hard Computing. We refer the reader to [10,14] 
for a more detailed definition of Soft Computing. 
 Although several classification of Soft Computing 
techniques have been proposed in the literature [12,13], 
Figure 1 shows a consensus among all of them. Since the 
fuzzy boom at the beginning of 90’s, many methodologies 
based on these techniques have been proposed in the 
literature [15,16]. Although Soft Computingis a term 
introduced by Zadeh in 1994 [17], previous work was done 
by the definition of fuzzy sets [18]. Fuzzy sets are the 
pioneer paradigm in Soft Computing.They have been 
included in many other Soft Computingmethods to provide 
hybrid methods. Among these new methods we may 
highlight Neural Networks [19], Support Vector Machines 
[20], Fuzzy Logic [12], Metaheuristics [21] (including 
techniques such as Evolutionary Computation [22, 23] or 
Swarm Intelligence [24]), to name just a few. There are a 
large number of algorithms within the umbrella of Soft 
Computing. They are applied to different fields such as 
symbol and pattern representation to enrich knowledge 
representation, machine learning for flexible knowledge 
acquisition, and inference by flexible knowledge processing. 
Moreover, Soft Computingtechniques can be offered as a tool 
to interact with or they can be integrated in a larger 
framework where they provide unified and hybrid 
architectures.Soft Computing has been successfully applied 
to solve problems within the field of bioinformatics [25-27]. 
However, the large data sets generated from biological 
experiments and new high-throughput technologies make 
mandatory that modern Soft Computing approaches will be 
scalable across large-scale problems. In Section 3, we briefly 
introduce the Soft Computingtechniques that have been 
applied to the protein folding problem.With that in mind, this 
paper focuses on the functional approximation or 
randomized search part of Soft Computing(see Figure 1) as it 
is gaining popularity during the last few years. 
  
2.3 HPC platforms and programming models 
 In what follows, we reprise and update our vision of the 
High Performance Computing (HPC) arena, which was first 
given in [28]. HPC techniques and platforms are being 
applied for addressing many scientific challenges that would 
be otherwise very difficult to solve. The number of 
calculation required for this kind of scientific applications 
requires large computing resources. Just to mention an 
example, Anton is a supercomputer specially designed to 
simulate protein movements that could aid the drug design 
process [29].  
 However, we are witnessing a revolution in this areaas 
the Moore’s law that has driven the development of new 
microprocessors in the last years [30,31], which is based on 
the idea that the number of transistors in an microprocessor 
would be doubled every two years, is running up against the 
laws of physics [32,33]. While a new microprocessor 
technology come up into the market, the industry has taken 
the steady transition to heterogeneous computing systems 
[34], with heterogeneity representing systems where nodes 
combine traditional multicore architectures (CPUs) and 
accelerators (mostly represented by GPU computing 
movement [35]or Intel Xeon Phi cards [36]).Heterogeneity 
limits system growing as it cannot be performed in an 
incremental way anymore. In particular, concepts like energy 
consumption, programmability, scalability, data location, 
and reliability become challenges for tomorrow’s 
cyberinfrastructure [37]. This Section summarizes current 
trends in HPC platforms that are commonly used within the 
field of Bioinformatics. Of particular interest to us 
are,manycore architectures like Graphics Processing Units 
(GPUs), clusters of computers also known as 
Figure 1 - Classification of Soft Computing techniques 
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Supercomputers and cloud and distributed computing 
architectures.   
 
2.3.1 GPU computing 
 Motivated by the computational demand of the 
videogame industry, Nvidia introduced in 2006 a graphics 
processing unit (GPU), codenamed CUDA (Compute 
Unified Device Architecture), which made available the 
computational power of those novel computing architectures 
to the scientific community. Nowadays, they have become a 
compelling alternative to the traditional architectures  as they 
deliver high rates of floating point performance and 
massively parallelism at a very low cost, and thus 
democratizing the high performance computing (HPC) arena 
[38, 39].This movement was termed “GPGPU” which stands 
for General-Purpose computation on Graphics Processing 
Units. The GPGPU has promoted the use of this novel and 
massively parallel architecture in a wide range of 
applications, particularly in Bioinformatics, where 
parallelism and arithmetic intensity are common 
denominators in almost every application (we refer the 
reader to GPU application catalog provided by Nvidia[40]). 
 Following this trend almost all microprocessor 
company(e.g. ATI/AMD, Intel, etc) have developed their 
own hardware alternatives designed specifically 
foraccelerating general purpose applications.Among them, 
we may highlight Tesla-based GPUs from Nvidia, 
Firestream is ATI/AMD alternative and finally the new Intel 
Xeon Phicoprocessor which is based on Many Integrated 
Core (MIC) architecture. Along with these hardware 
components, those companies have also provided new 
programming models to easily leverage the horsepower of 
these emergent technologies.The first programming model 
for GPGPU was CUDA [35] (Compute Unified Device 
Architecture) provided by Nvidia that is specifically 
developed for programming Nvidia’s GPUs. Nvidia has a 
wide scientific community behind CUDA, and it offers 
several educational and research communities to promote the 
development of scientific applications with CUDA on 
Nvidia's GPUs.  ATI/AMDfirst offered a programming 
model called Stream Computing which is not supported 
anymore and Intel relies on vectorization instructions based 
on X86programming. In 2008 the Khronos Group developed 
an open standard for parallel programming on cross-platform 
heterogeneous systems, called OpenCL[41]. OpenCL is an 
attempt to provide a standard programming language that 
allows multiplatform development on different devices like 
GPUs, accelerators, multicore systems, etc.  
 All of those novel programming models provide an easier 
way to leverage massively parallel architectures. However, 
programmers still have to deal with a new programming 
paradigm, which is rather different to the traditional 
sequential-basedarchitectures [42]. Moreover, those 
computing architectures are nowadays plugged into the 
motherboard through PCI Express bus. This fact provides 
heterogeneous computers that may have a traditional CPU 
and other computing devices like GPUs or accelerators. Each 
of these processors have their own memory spaces, different 
instruction set architectures and communication latencies.  
Therefore, programmability here is not an easy task.  
 Currently, the scientific community is looking for new 
programming models and tools that hide those inherently 
hardware particularities and provide an easier and faster way 
to develop application on this new landscape of computation. 
There are two different trends to provide such abstraction 
layer.  First, the execution of a given program efficiently on 
different devices from a single source code [43,44]. Second, 
the API development to extent traditional programming 
languages like OMPSs for OpenMP [45],or OpenACCAPI 
[46], which establishes several directives to specify loops 
and regions of code in standard programming language such 
as FORTRAN, C++, C. 
 
2.3.2 Supercomputers 
 High performance computer (also known as 
Supercomputers) are those computers that are developed to 
deal with great challenges within the industry and academia. 
Statistics on supercomputers are provided in the TOP500 list 
[34], where information about the number of systems 
installed, the performance of each system or their location 
among others is provided to manufactures and (potential) 
users. Supercomputers within TOP500 are highly involved in 
Bioinformatics research. For instanceTianhe-II and Titan, 
two top supercomputers in this list, are heavily involved in 
developing bioinformatics domain problems. Tianhe-II is 
addressing the needs of genetic engineering and 
biopharmaceutical simulations.  Moreover, Titan is being 
used for molecular similarity to provide a description of 
membrane fusion. This is actually one of the main ways for 
molecules to enter or exit from living cells. Other leading 
examples are the supercomputer installed at the Leibniz 
Supercomputer Center in Monaco (SuperMUC) and the Piz 
Daint the CSCS/Swiss Bioinformatics Institute. The former 
supercomputer is commonly used for running bioinformatics 
applications like analysis of linkage disequilibrium in 
genotyping. The later has been successfully applied to run a 
challenge of evolutionary genomics based on calculating 
selection events in genes achieving several orders of 
acceleration. 
 Supercomputers are adopting the use of accelerators to 
speedup arithmetic intensive parts of the applications. 
Actually, five of the ten fastest supercomputers in Top 500 
list [34] include accelerators in their designs. Those 
accelerators are basically limited to Intel Xeon Phi and 
Nvidia GPUs architectures. However, these accelerators 
increase the overall power consumption of the system which 
is actually a big issue, particularly for large-scale datacenters 
where Total Cost of Ownership is mainly influenced by the 
power supply [47]. Indeed, the inclusion of these 
accelerators can increase the power consumption of a cluster 
node up to 30%.  
 However, the total cost of ownership is not the only 
concern to reduce overall power consumption in 
supercomputers. Actually, this is now becoming mandatory 
as the carbon footprint of those systems is actually very high, 
and the reduction of carbon emissions is one of the main 
challenges in the last 2015 United Nations Climate Change 
Conference where the International Trade Union 
Confederation has called for the goal to be "zero carbon, 
zero poverty".For instance, the power consumption of TI 
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supercomputers companies such as Google or Facebook, 
consumed about 0.5% of the overall power consumption in 
the world during 2005. If the cooling and power distribution 
were also taken into account then the power consumption 
increases up to 1% [48]. The high performance computing 
community is trying to develop supercomputers and 
infrastructures that reduce power consumption. Actually, the 
GREEN500 list [49]shows the 500 most power efficient 
supercomputers in the world. Indeed, we are envisioning a 
shift from the traditional metrics like FLOPS (FLoating point 
Operations Per Second) to FLOPS per watt. 
 Virtualization techniques are placed as the main way to 
reduce the overall power consumption in supercomputers, as 
they enable to have several virtual machines running at the 
same time in the same real hardware. Actually, datacenters 
are adopting this new trend for several applications.Of 
course, virtualization may have a performance impact. For 
instance, Amazon Elastic Cloud Computing EC2offers a 
virtual infrastructure of 26496 cores, 
achieving484,2TeraFLOPS for the High Performance 
Linpack benchmark, placing the cluster at position 101 in the 
November 2014 Top500 list but this is actually a tradeoff the 
scientific community has to deal with.  
 
2.3.3 Cloud and distributed computing 
 As previously explained, the TCO of having an in-
housesupercomputer is very high and it is not affordable for 
small institutions [50]. Cloud computing is ubiquitous and 
energy-efficient computer organization by its definition [51], 
in which virtualization is the main ingredient to obtain great 
energy reduction. In cloud computing platforms, services run 
remotely in a ubiquitous and distributed computing set of 
computers (a.k.a cloud) that may provide scalable and 
virtualized resources. In this way, heavy workloads can be 
migrated to other virtual nodes of the cloud, providing higher 
levels of hardware utilization [52]. Cloud providers offer 
their resources in a pay as you go fashion. Actually, it can be 
seen as an alternative to physical infrastructures but this is 
only useful for a specific amount of data and target execution 
time. 
 Cloud computing propose an on-demand scenario where 
users only pay for the computational time usersutilize for 
running their applications. There are several cloud 
computing models: infrastructure as a service (IaaS), 
platform as a service (PaaS), software as a service (SaaS), 
and Data as a service (DaaS). Among them, IaaS is the most 
commonly used model while the other may provide other 
level of abstraction [53]. In the cloud, developers may use 
several instances and thus they can create a parallel cluster 
on demand. Like real hardware scenarios, those clusters can 
be programmed using libraries such as the Message Passing 
Interface (MPI). Those instances can be also used in a 
batchprocessing mode, launching several instances of a 
program and so on. 
 Cloud computing platforms are very interesting for 
bioinformatics practitioners mainly for the flexibility and the 
cost-effectiveness. Truth be told, this actually depends on the 
workloads they expect to run on the cloud but, in general, 
small-medium bioinformatics laboratories, which may 
perform bioinformatics analysis are moving to this 
technology as they avoid cost and issues of having an in-
house computer infrastructure [54]. An alternative solution is 
represented by Hybrid Clouds that have both the scalability 
offered by cloud computing and the control and ad-hoc 
customizations supplied by in-house computers [55]. 
 Those distributed solutions are evolving in the era of Big 
Data to frameworks like Hadoopthat allows distributed 
access to files. These frameworks are well suited for 
distributed algorithms such as MapReduce [56]. MapReduce 
is a programming environment to manage large data sets 
with a parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster. For 
example, the PSIPRED [57] protein analysis workbench 
leverages the Hadoop implementation of MapReduce to 
launch several services to perform the execution of 
prediction methods in a large-scale system. Moreover, 
MapReduce has been also applied to provide an enhanced 
framework where parallel genetic algorithms target the 
protein folding in distributed environment [58]. 
 Finally, some efforts have been done in the volunteer 
computing arena that is noteworthy to remark. Among them, 
we may highlight Folding@Home [59] which is a volunteer 
computing project that tries to solve the protein folding 
problem by means of collective human knowledge. 
Folding@Homehas been used in several medical 
researcheslike to cure Alzheimer's disease, Huntington's 
disease, and many forms of cancer, among other diseases.  
This project is pioneer in the use of many novel computing 
platforms such as Graphics Processing Units, CellBe 
processor, multi and many core systems through MPI and 
OpenMP language, as well as some smartphones for 
distributed computing and scientific research [60]. 
 Kondow and Berlich [61] runs particle swarm 
optimization (PSO) on cloud for the simulation of proteins 
three-dimensional structure. They simulate all-atom force 
field using ArFlock library, aimed at finding the folded state 
of two proteins of different sizes starting from completely 
extended conformations.  
 
2.3.4. Multiagent systems 
 Multiagent systems (MAS) can be also considered as a 
platform to tackle Bioinformatics problems such as protein 
folding. As defined in [62], they combine a flexible and 
high-level paradigm with a technology developed at the 
intersection between artificial intelligence and distributed 
computing. A typical MAS is composed of several 
autonomous entities –agents— that can communicate and 
interact among them in a competitive or cooperative manner. 
MAS are especially useful for simulation tasks, including the 
behavior of biological systems [63], where the different parts 
of the system have some individual features that distinguish 
it from the rest. 
 There are several works in the literature that have 
adopted MAS to address the protein folding problem. For 
example, a MAS using an independent energy model where 
every amino acid is identifying with an agent is presented in 
[64]. These amino-agents lay at the bottom level of the MAS 
architecture, their positions being coordinated by a set of 
cooperative agents in a higher level. Amino-agents 
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movements are based on Monte Carlo-like criterion and hill-
climbing strategy (to avoid local minimum). Coordination 
agents act as orchestra director suspending amino-agents 
movements when they are not improving a global strategy. 
These coordination agents offer the possibility of designing 
complex heuristics depending on external information and 
on the search history. Thus, external knowledge from 
databases can be injected to coordination agents to force 
amino-agents to make movements oriented to improve the 
energy results. Experimental tests performed in this MAS 
show that the proposed coordination level always introduces 
a better performance, but the energy function used is too 
coarse to provide good biological model.  
 Moreover, a MAS based on reinforcement learning for 
solving bidimensional protein folding is showed in [65]. In 
this case there are several basic agents trying to solve the 
problem using the Q-learning algorithm [66] based on their 
local knowledge and a reduced set of supervisor agents that 
synchronize and coordinate the basic agents according to the 
current best solution. Basic agents are distributed across 
multiple processes/machines and they use a blackboard to 
communicate with their supervisor agents. Authors claim 
that this distributed proposal greatly reduces the 
computational time employed in the training phase of the Q-
learning algorithm with respect to a non-distributed 
approach. However, it must be further investigated how to 
preserve the accuracy of the results using a MAS. Finally, in 
[67] a competitive approach among agents is taken to 
implement an architecture named Discovery Bus aimed at 
modeling molecular design workflows. This MAS follows 
the quantitative structure–property relationships (QSPR) 
model to predict the properties of novel proteins. 
 An excellent discussion of pros and cons when using 
MAS in protein folding is given in [68]. The main advantage 
of this approach resides in its flexibility: addition and 
removal of agents could be done at run-time and therefore it 
is possible to change the structure of the experiment (e.g., 
the protein’s structure). In practice, not only may the limit 
conditions and the simulation constraints be changed 
dynamically, but also elements from the structure could be 
added and removed during the simulation. This fact 
augments the potentialities of simulated experiments, 
enabling a virtual manipulation of the system simulating the 
protein folding, even when this is not possible in reality. This 
property extends in silico experiments to in virtuo 
experiments, i.e., not only enabling the change of values of 
the parameters characterizing simulations, but also the 
structure of the experiment during run-time in an easy 
manner thank to MAS features. As for the main disadvantage 
of the use of MAS in this topic, it has been criticized that 
simulations performed by means of multiagent systems are 
not totally validated against real data, diminishing their 
credibility.  Thus far, works in this area have focused on the 
reliability of MAS proposals from a qualitative point of 
view, showing that multiagent-based simulations are 
tantamount to other approaches. However, a quantitative 
validation must be performed to take MAS as a prominent 
alternative to protein folding. 
 
 
3. Implementation of protein folding methods. 
 This section summarizes main contributions on the field 
of Soft Computingapplied to the protein folding simulation. 
Particularly, we focus on the functional approximation or 
randomized search part of Soft Computing; i.e. Artificial 
Neural Networks and Metaheuristics, applied to the protein 
folding problem.  
 
3.1. Artificial Neural Networks and SVM. 
 Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have been widely 
used in the protein folding field. Specifically, the most 
relevant types of ANNs are the feedforward neural networks 
[69] and recurrent neural networks [70].  ANN can learn 
tasks without needing much prior knowledge, and moreover 
they are tolerant to errors and noisy data. While the most 
common use of ANNs in protein folding has been devoted to 
detect secondary structures [71-73], they have been also 
employed in other tasks such as predicting the 
posttranslational modifications [74-76]; to identify 
disordered regions [77]; to predict metal binding sites 
[78,79]; to assign sub-cellular localization [80-
82];classification of proteins into functional classes [83];  
reconstructing protein structures [84] and protein class 
prediction [73,85], among others. 
 Regarding the prediction task, classifying secondary 
structure is an easy job for a neural network, as for example 
to learn to distinguish between alpha-helices and beta-
strands models. This classification allows detecting the most 
three-dimensional structures as they are based on secondary 
ones. Although the alpha-helices and beta-strands is the main 
approach in the prediction task, there are some other papers 
that propose classifications among more than two classes 
[70,86,87]. Regarding the databases used by neural network, 
the most popular are the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [11] and 
the Structural Classification of Proteins dataset (SCOP) [88].   
 A major advance in the way in which the datasets are 
treated is to add sequences that are homogeneous to those 
that are being studying [89]. For example, given the same 
family of proteins, they share similar structural and 
functional features. For ANNs, this fact provides additional 
information in the inductive learning process that improves 
the task learning.  This method is known as Evolutionary 
Information, however to find these homogeneous sequences 
is not trivial. For this research line, it is very popular the PSI-
BLAST program [90]. 
 Support Vector Machine (SVM) can be focused on the 
same field of work than ANNs for protein folding 
[86,88,91], although SVM presents a much better 
performance for regression against classification in protein 
folding recognition [92]. Furthermore, they have been used 
to estimate the significance of the sequence-template 
alignments [93] and protein secondary structure prediction 
[94]. 
 It is worth mentioning that although neural networks 
have been widely used for protein folding, they have not 
been combined with high performance computing because 
the prediction of secondary structure do not imply a large 
computational complexity. However, new trends in neural 
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networks such as Deep Learning [95] have called for 
reconsidering high performance in the field of neural 
networks due to its computational complexity. In this sense, 
Deep Learning has been proposed to make use of graphical 
processing units (GPUs) and CUDA parallel computing. 
Hence, Deep Learning has been used for sequence-based 
residue–residue contact prediction [96] and later for protein 
secondary structure prediction [97]. These proposals have 
been implemented using CUDAMat [98], a Python library 
that provides methods of fast matrix calculations on CUDA-
enabled GPUs, providing high-level access to computing 
cores of graphics processing units. 
 
3.2 Metaheuristics. 
 There are different approaches to classify metaheuristic 
algorithms in the literature. A good review of metaheuristic 
classification can be found in[99], depicted here inFigure 2. 
This classification takes into account five different features 
of such algorithms, namely their origins;the number of 
solutions used at the same time; the way the objective 
function is used; the neighborhood structure; and the use 
they make of the search history. 
 Depending on their origins, a new trend in designing 
metaheuristics concerns nature-inspired methods. These 
methods take as a source of inspiration biological or physical 
principles. Nature-inspired methods are very attractive for 
practitioners in high performance computing, as they are 
inherently parallel in definition (e.g.they may be inspired by 
a “swarm”-like schema that uses several agents to optimize a 
function). Ants, bees and fireflies are only some examples of 
populations that inspired algorithms based on their social 
behavior. Those algorithms rely on swarm to deal with 
complex problems [100,101]. Despite of this trend, in the 
last part of this sectionare introduced the most important 
non-nature inspired algorithms applied to the PSP problem, 
such as local search methods. 
 Regarding the number of solutions used at the same time, 
we can find algorithms working with a single solution or 
trajectory (e.g.,Tabu Search) or with the evolution of a set of 
solutions (e.g., Genetic algorithms). On the other hand, some 
metaheuristics define static objective functions that do not 
change during the algorithm execution (e.g., Genetic 
algorithms), whereas others may be modified during the 
search trying to escape from local minima (e.g., Guided 
Local Search). 
 Metaheuristics may be also classified depending on their 
neighborhood structure. The one-neighborhood structure 
does not change the fitness landscape topology during the 
execution, while in the various neighborhood search it is 
possible to expand the search among different fitness 
landscapes. Finally, the use of memory in the metaheuristic 
is another discriminative feature, separating into algorithms 
that take into account previous states to perform the next 
action orthose that use a Markov process to decide the next 
action only based upon the current state. 
 In this paper we have adopteda classification of 
metaheuristics based on origins as it is one of the most used 
and easy to understand. 
 
 Next sections review the main metaheuristics employed 
in protein folding. 
 
3.2.1.Nature-inspired metaheuristics 
Ant Colony Optimization 
 One nature-based method that is proving to be 
increasingly popular is ant colony optimization (ACO) 
[102,103].This algorithm is based on foraging behavior 
observed in colonies of real ants, and it has been applied to a 
wide variety of combinatorial problems [104, 105], including 
vehicle routing [106], feature selection [107] and protein 
function prediction [108]. The method generally uses 
simulated “ants” (i.e., mobile agents), which first construct 
tours or paths on a network structure (corresponding to 
solutions to a problem), and then deposit “pheromone” (i.e., 
signaling chemicals) according to the quality of the solution 
generated. The algorithm takes advantage of emergent 
properties of the multi-agent system, in that positive 
feedback (facilitated by pheromone deposition) quickly 
drives the population to high-quality solutions. 
 ACO algorithms have been extensively applied to the 
protein folding although most of them are based on the 
coarse-grain HP model. For instance, Shmygelska and Hoos 
[109] applied ACO to optimize the protein folding based on 
the HP model in both 2 and 3 dimensions. There are also 
other ACO-based implementations that have been applied to 
this problem in the literature. Song et al [110] provides a 
rapid transfer pheromone matrix method, a scheme to avoid 
deadlock folding problems, adynamic method of pheromone 
updating and also three different local search methods. This 
work uses the tortilla 3D benchmark [111] for the 
experimental evaluation.  
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 Thalheim et al [112] combine the ACO with a branch and 
bound algorithm to enhance the protein folding simulation. 
For the experimental evaluation, they use proteins that are 
based on the bibliography and some of them come from 
PDB. Hu et al. [113] develop four different mechanismsto 
improve ACO algorithm, concretelyincludinga path retrieval 
method, the path construction, some folding heuristics and 
the pheromone attraction. These new mechanisms provide 
interesting results for solving protein folding problems with 
the HP square lattice model. Other hybrid approaches can be 
found at Chen et al. [114], where an ACO with genetic ideas 
was developed. 
 Some parallelization strategies have been applied to ACO 
solving the protein folding. [115] uses MPI to implement the 
parallel version of ACO.And in [116,117] OpenMPis used.  
It is noteworthy to highlight that only these few versions of 
parallelism have been implemented to solve the protein 
folding problem with ACO. From the High Performance 
Computing point of view, these parallel implementations use 
hardware clusters to evaluate their results.In  [115]an IBM 
Blade center composed of 9 nodes, each node comprised of 2 
2.4 Ghz Intel processors with 1 Gbyte of shared RAM is 
used. In  [116]authors use a single PC to evaluate the 
sequential algorithm results, and an IBM pServer with eight 
1.6GHz Power(gr) CPUs and 6GB RAM to run the parallel 
ones, which it seems not too fair. In  [117], authors run the 
CASP8 benchmark on a multicore PC, specifically an IBM 
p550 server with an 8-core 64-bit 1.6-GHz PowerPC CPU, 
and the CASP9 benchmark is run on a cluster with 20 nodes 
of 16-core 1.6-GHz AMD CPU per node. 
 Although it has been demonstrated that this algorithm 
can take advantage of the GPU massively parallelism [118], 
to the best of our knowledge we could not find any work in 
this direction for the protein structure prediction using 
coarse-grain models.  
ArtificialBeeColony 
 Artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm is an optimization 
algorithm based on the behavior of honeybee swarms [119]. 
It provides a population-based search procedure in which the 
communication between bees is emulated to discover the 
best places with high nectar amount. Contrary to ACO, 
where only the HP model was targeted, ABC has been 
applied to different protein models such as HP, HP-SC, AB 
or ECEPP/3. There are several implementations of ABC 
applied to the protein folding problem. Zhang and Wu [120] 
use the HP-2D model to simulate the protein 
folding.However, authors use four Fibonacci sequences 
simulating proteins to test the algorithm instead of using a 
well-known benchmark like PDB or CASP.Another example 
of this algorithm can be found in [121], where synthetic 
sequences are created using Fibonacci sequences. Authors 
obtain experimental results with some PDB structures, 
though. 
 There are also parallel implementations of ABC that 
could be found in the literature. For example, in Benítez et 
al. [122-124], a complete study of different algorithm 
implementations can be found. Firstly, authors start 
implementing two parallel approximations of ABC algorithm 
in [122]: a master-slave implementation and a hybrid-
hierarchical one, both of them implemented using ANSI C 
with MPI.They continue with the same two parallel 
approximations with genetic algorithm in [123],and finally 
authors conclude with the same parallel implementations of a 
hybrid algorithm merging an ABC with a Genetic algorithm 
(ABC-GA algorithm) in [124]. These authors remark that in 
future work they will consider the use of alternative 
computing technologies, such as reconfigurable computing 
and General-Purpose Graphics Processing Units, to 
accelerate processing. Nonetheless, no further papers in this 
sense have been found, at least applied to the protein folding 
problem with these algorithms. Finally, Bahamish et al. 
[125] develop a modified ABC that optimizes the Marriage 
in Honey Bee Optimization algorithm. 
 All the experimental environments in  [120], [121]and 
[125]are based on single or multicores PCs.Benítez et al. 
[12-124] run their implementations on a 124 processing 
cores cluster. 
 Other papers considered in this area are Wang et al [126], 
where the Chaotic Artificial Bee Colony (CABC) algorithm, 
which combines the ABC algorithm with the chaotic search 
algorithm, is applied to 3D protein structure prediction; Li et 
al [127], where a balance-evolution artificial bee colony 
(BE-ABC) is presented and an AB off-lattice model is 
adopted, testedby Fibonacci sequences and proteins from the 
PDB as well; and [128], whereanother version of ABC is 
presented. These papers do not include any kind of HPC 
environment, and all the experiments run on a single PC. 
Particle swarm optimization. 
 The third kind of algorithm that is shown in this section 
is Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).PSO is a stochastic 
population-based optimization technique that is based on the 
social behavior of fish schooling or bird flocking. Applied to 
the protein folding problem, in [129] the authors implement 
PSO with an algorithm to avoid local minimums named levy 
flight. Like other algorithms, a parallel approach is 
performed by authors in [130] implemented using MPI, 
which is the most common way to parallelize the algorithms 
reviewed in this field. None of these papers, neither Chen et 
al. [129] nor Hernández et al.[130,131],give details about the 
environment for running the experiments on. Solely in [130] 
authors say that experiments are implemented in a “dual-
core PC and a Cluster”. 
 Other PSO algorithmscan be found in Liu et al.[132] and 
Mansour et al.[133]. The latterhave also developed a genetic 
algorithm for protein structure prediction. Both papers adopt 
the HP model with no HPC environments. 
Genetic Algorithms 
 Genetic algorithms have been very used to address a 
broad range of combinatorial optimization problems that are 
NP-complete [134,135]. Genetic algorithms start from an 
initial randomly generated population of individuals. Over 
this initial population different selection, recombination and 
mutation operators are applied in order to evolve toward 
better solutions. In each iteration (generation), a function 
evaluates each individual, namely fitness function. On the 
one hand, the selection operator removes those individuals 
with worse fitness from a probabilistic point of view.  On the 
other hand, the recombination and mutation operators 
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generate variations of the individuals in order to produce 
new individuals. [136]. 
 One of the first proposals of evolutionary algorithms to 
the PSP problem was presented by Unger and Moult [137]. 
In this work, a genetic algorithm is applied as an extension 
of a traditional Monte Carlo method to include information 
exchange between a set of parallel simulations. This method 
proves to find better solutions in the bidimensional HP 
lattice model than the traditional Monte Carlo methods. 
Some years later, an improved version of the basic GA [138] 
was presented using a new crossover operator and a new 
search strategy to avoid the homogenization of the 
population. Since then, several works following this idea has 
been proposed using different operators and strategies [139-
145]. 
 Genetic algorithms constitute a good alternative in 
several optimization problems. Nevertheless, one of the 
disadvantages of the genetic algorithm in optimization 
problems is the slow convergence. Concretely, in problems 
like PSP, they can suffer from excessively slow convergence 
rate due to the high number of needed calculations. 
 In order to avoid such problem, there is an opportunity in 
the hybridization of evolutionary algorithms with other 
heuristics, machine learning techniques, etc. The hybrid 
genetic algorithms can improve the performance of the basic 
algorithm and the quality of the solutions. For instance, the 
algorithms proposed in [146-148] combine a GA with tabu 
search algorithm, showing better results for the PSP than a 
genetic algorithm alone. Other works have proposed GA 
combined with other techniques, like backtracking [149], 
hill-climbing [150] and simulated annealing [151] or Particle 
Swarm Optimization [130]. 
 As a result, since the PSP problem presents a large and 
complex search space, algorithms that combine local search 
methods with GA show significant improvements. In this 
sense, the combination of GA and local search using 
domain-specific knowledge, i.e. memetic algorithms [152] 
can help to find better solutions. Memetic algorithms (MA) 
use the concept of meme. A meme can be defined as a unit 
of cultural evolution which is able to local refinements. 
Some works have explored this mechanism for the PSP, 
resulting in that MAs are robust for finding structures across 
a range of models and difficulty [153-159]. 
 The described proposals define the PSP as a single-
objective optimization problem. This approach gets good 
results when one of the objective should be optimized or 
when all the objectives are not in conflict among them. 
Nevertheless, if several objectives should be optimized, a 
better approach is to consider the objectives separately, i.e., 
as a multiobjective optimization problem (MOP). A common 
problem in MOPs is the fact that usually there is no solution 
able to optimize all objectives at the same time. Therefore, 
the idea of optimum should be redefined and it is searched a 
solution that satisfies all the objectives in an acceptable 
manner. Some of the best well-known multiobjective 
evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) are PAES-II, NSGA-II 
and MOEA/D. [160]. 
 In this sense, some works propose the formulation of the 
PSP problem as an MOP to be solved by an MOEA. For 
example, [160] considers the PSP problem as the problem of 
minimizing free Potential Energy (PE) and minimizing 
Solvent Accessible Surface area (SAS). Authors solve this 
MOP using a modified version of the popular NSGA-II. In a 
similar way, the work of Day et al. [161] proposes a 
multiobjectivization for the HP model which scores better 
results in most of the cases than using a single-objective. 
Another example of this approach is the work of Brasil et al. 
[162,163]. In this work a new MOEA based on tables, called 
MEAMT, is presented. MEAMT is able to use four 
objectives based on tables to solve the PSP problem.  In 
MEAMT, each table stores a subset of solutions with the 
best found solutions according to one of the objectives. More 
recently, several works have been proposed following this 
line of research. Some examples can be found in [164-167]. 
 A great deal of the GA’s popularity lies in its parallel 
nature and the inherent efficiency of parallel processing. 
MOEAs are a clear example of this parallelization, since 
their different objectives can be processed in parallel in an 
easy way. Despite the parallelization of MOEAs has been 
studied in several real-world problems, less work has been 
done in the parallel multiobjective approaches to PSP. 
 One of the works in this field has been developed by 
Calvo et al. [168-171]. They propose different parallel 
MOEAs approaches to the PSP problem reducing the 
complexity of the problem by the minimization of the set of 
variables involved in the process. Authors use 14 processors 
to execute parallel algorithms. They show that, although the 
quality of the solutions is not significantly improved, the 
process requires less time and presents a better parallel 
efficiency. 
 Tantar et al. [172] also propose a solution for the PSP 
using multiobjective parallel hybrid GAs (Hill Climbing 
local search [173] and simulated annealing [174] combined 
with GA) using computational grid. They use the ParadisEO-
CMW framework, which combine the PAradisEO 
framework and the Condor-MW middleware. ParadisEO 
[175] is an open source framework dedicated to distributed 
and parallel models and the design of a broad range of 
metaheuristics. The Condor3 system [176] provides 
mechanisms that support High Throughput Computing 
(HTC). The underlying support the experiments was 
GRID5000 (2500 processors, 2.5TB of cumulated memory 
and 100 TB of non-volatile storage capacity). The tests were 
addressed using the tryptophan-cage (Protein Data Bank ID 
1L2Y) and α-cyclodextrin proteins. Their studies show that, 
although the multiobjective GA increases the complexity, it 
provides more accurate solutions.  
 A different approximation for the PSP is proposed by 
Benítez et al. [177]. They present a parallel GA using the 
3DHP-Side Chain model. In their approach the parallelism is 
reached by the division of the load into several processors 
(slaves) that are coordinated by a master processor. While 
the slaves have to compute the individual’s fitness function, 
the master is in charge of the initialization the population and 
performing the rest of the GA operators. Since there is not 
dataset for the used model, the proposal was tested with a 
benchmark of synthetic sequences. Authors show that, 
although the results obtained are not the optimal, they are the 
best results found for the 3DHP-SC model. Finally, authors 
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show that parallel processing accelerates significantly the 
process, but they propose other hardware-based approaches 
in order to get a better performing. 
 Unfortunately, this technique can suffer from a 
bottleneck in the master processor. In order to avoid this 
problem, in [178] it is proposed a mesh NoC-based multicore 
architecture in which the single-master multi-slave design is 
partitioned in small islands where an island has slaves and a 
master processor. In order to avoid GA falling in local 
minimal within each island, authors define a GA which is 
able to migrate between the islands. The experiments are 
performed using 9 proteins from a benchmark of synthetic 
sequences for the lattice protein model. Results show an 
overall 310X speedup gain compared to the design of the 
single-master /slave. 
 Others works have proposed modified GAs in order to 
parallelize the problem. For example, Narayanan et al. [58] 
propose a simple GA in which the mutation and selection 
strategies are parallelized using the MapReduce [179] 
architecture. Authors pursue to obtain the optimal 
conformation of a protein using the two dimensional square 
HP model. The proposal is validated against benchmarks of 
synthetic sequences, showing that the convergence of the 
algorithm to the optimal is faster than the obtained with 
traditional techniques. 
 Another modified version of an evolutive algorithm 
inspired by the biological immune systems, namely the 
clonal selection algorithm (CSA), is presented in [180] for 
PSP on AB Off-Lattice model. Experiments are performed 
using sequences of Fibonacci for simulating the AB model. 
The interesting aspect of this work is that the algorithm is 
parallelized using the CUDA platform and GPUs. In fact, 
authors show that the speed can be improved effectively, but 
they do not measure the quality of obtained solutions. There 
are also other hybrid GAs with bioinspired algorithms like 
Scalabrin et al. [181], but no more discussion is necessary 
because this paper has been also considered in the 
bioinspired algorithms section. 
 To summarize, although more works should be done in 
this direction, in the last years the parallelization of MOEAs 
is getting more attention and several works are including it 
as their future works [182,183]. 
Other nature-inspired algorithms 
 Other bioinspired algorithms also worth mentioning are 
gathered in this section.Firstly, a Firefly Algorithm (FA) 
[184] has been tested in the protein folding problem. Firefly 
Algorithm is a new algorithm that is based on the flashing 
behaviors of firefly swarms. The main purpose of the flash 
of fireflies is to attract other fireflies. The FA’s assumptions 
consist in three basic rules: (1) sex of fireflies does not mind 
at all as all fireflies are unisex. Each firefly flashes in order 
to attract other fireflies regardless their sex; (2) the intensity 
of the flash is mainly due to attract a prey and to share food; 
(3) the more a firefly shines, the more attractive it is to 
others. Therefore, each firefly firstly moves toward a 
neighbor whom glow is brighter. In this paper, two 
dimension HP lattice model is tested in a single PC, a P4 
IBM with 3.1 GHz processor and 2 GB of RAM. 
 Only one approach to GP-GPU implementation has been 
found for bioinspired algorithms. Scalabrin et al. [181] (same 
authors of [122-124])have implemented a new algorithm 
named Population-Based Harmony Search, (PBHS). The 
Harmony Search is inspired by the improvisation process of 
a musician searching for the best harmony. The solution is 
represented by a harmony and the method of improvisation 
guides the balance between deep search and wide 
exploration. The results of this paper show that the 
implementation in CPU could be better when few data are 
used, but the GP-GPU is clearly better when data grow. The 
hardware experimental environment in this paper is an Intel 
processor (Core2-Quad at 2.8 GHz) and a NVIDIA GeForce 
GTX280. 
 Another bioinspired algorithm is the one developed by 
Cai et al. [185], where authors proposea new algorithm 
inspired by the plant growth process called Artificial Plant 
Optimization Algorithm (APOA). Photosynthesis operator, 
phototropism operator and apical dominance operator are 
designed in this paper.Another version of this algorithm can 
be found in [186], where authors implement the gravitropism 
mechanism that is neglected in the standard version. In this 
paper, authors employ this phenomenon to enhance the 
performance. To test the efficiency, they apply this new 
variant to solve protein structure prediction problem, 
including short sequences, Fibonacci sequences and real 
protein sequences, showing effective simulation results. The 
authors of these papers also present another bioinspired 
algorithm in [187] called Social Emotional Optimization 
Algorithm (SEOA). It is a new swarm intelligent 
methodology by simulating the human social behaviors. In 
this algorithm, each individual represents one virtual person 
in the searching space, all of them trying to promote to a 
high society position by collaboration and competition. In 
this paper, it is applied to predict the structure of toy model 
proteins. To test the performance, short sequence, Fibonacci 
sequence and real protein sequences are selected to compare. 
Simulation results show that this approach is valid. Authors 
do not use HPC environments in any of these papers 
commented in this paragraph. 
 Several hybrid approximations have been implemented, 
as for example in Benitez et al. [122], discussed above. 
Other papers with this point of view areNemati et al. [108], 
showing an implementation that combines a hybrid genetic 
and ACO algorithm; and also in Lin and Su [188], where 
authors implement a hybrid genetic and PSO algorithm. 
Moreover, although several modifications in algorithms have 
been tested, no improvements in hardware environments are 
found, since in [108] authors run the algorithm in a 3.0 GHz 
CPU and 512 MB of RAM, and no specification was found 
about hardware in [188]. 
 To summarize, these papers give us the idea that several 
implementations of different algorithms have been tested 
during last years. Perhaps the more common algorithms at 
this point are ACO and ABC, although some other 
algorithms with different implementations have been found, 
for example hybrids algorithms. On the other hand, too little 
parallel implementations have been developed for these 
algorithms, and the exploitation of High Performance 
Architectures is reduced to the executions of parallel 
implementations based on MPI and OPENMP. Other types 
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of more intensive data parallelism, like GP-GPU 
implementations, are expected to be widely developed, but 
unfortunately, the implementation in[181] byScalabrin et al. 
has been the only one found in this direction. 
 It is worth mentioning other reviews on this area, such as 
[189,190], that show the same point of view of different 
algorithms applied to the protein folding problem, although 
none of them elaborate a review from the High Performance 
Computing view. 
 
3.2.2. Non-nature-inspired metaheuristics 
 Non-nature-inspired algorithms are mainly based on local 
search methods. They are a family of metaheuristic 
algorithms aimed at solving NP-hard optimization problems. 
Applied to protein folding, they try to obtain the minimum 
energy structure in polynomial time from a set of candidate 
solutions sampled from the search space. The main idea is to 
start from a folded protein deemed as a potential solution and 
then modify it (i.e., move to a neighbor solution in the search 
space) trying to obtain a slight improvement in the energy 
structure.  Local search methods possess the main advantage 
of rapid convergence to better quality solutions, if not 
optimal, when efficient neighborhood functions are 
employed. However, an optimal solution cannot be 
guaranteed since the candidate solutions are randomly 
selected and the optimal one could not be included nor 
reached from the selected ones. Another drawback to take 
into account is that these methods get locked in a local 
optimum very often and may revisit the same set of solutions 
repeatedly. 
 Among the local search methods for protein folding 
simulation, Tabu search[191] is the most frequently found in 
the literature. The basic feature of this method is the use of 
memory structures to save solutions already explored. Then, 
if a potential solution is explored again in a specific period 
of time, it is considered tabu (i.e., forbidden) and therefore it 
is not expanded in order to promote the exploration of new 
regions in the search space. Tabu search algorithms applied 
to protein folding are also based on this feature, and they 
differ in the moves definition and how to avoid local optima. 
 Apart from Tabu search, hill climbing[192] and 
simulated annealing (SA)[193,194] are other two local 
search algorithms applied to protein folding. Hill climbing 
consists in starting with a random solution and changing a 
single element of the protein structure iteratively and 
incrementally while each change produces a better solution, 
until no further improvements can be made.  On the other 
hand, simulated annealing uses a probabilistic heuristic to 
change from one random solution to another random solution 
with the aim of moving to a state of lower energy, but it still 
possible to change to a worse solution, i.e., a state of higher 
energy (and in this manner avoid local optima). The 
probability to move from a state s to a state’s depends on the 
energy of each state and on a global dynamic variable called 
temperature (T), which is initiated to a high value. As usual, 
if s’ is considered better than s, then the movement is 
performed. However, if s’ is considered worse than s, it is 
still possible to make that movement depending on T. For 
higher values of T, the probability of making this “worse” 
movement is higher. As T decreases through iterations, this 
probability also decreases, simulating the annealing process 
in metal. In this manner, it is possible during the initial phase 
of the process to move towards less promising solutions so 
as to avoid local optima, but at the end of the process --when 
T has values next to 0-- the probability of selecting worse 
solutions is almost inexistent. It is worth mentioning that 
both algorithms are normally used in combination with 
genetic or stochastic algorithms, as an alternative to improve 
the efficiency in the latter. 
 In the next paragraphs we review some of the most 
relevant works on protein folding for each local search 
algorithm. 
Tabu Search. 
 [195] describes a generic tabu search plus a set of new 
moves for named “pull moves”, that modifies the basic Tabu 
search by moving one aminoacid a small distance and then 
pull the chain along, stopping as soon as possible. These 
moves are complete (all existing configurations can be 
reached from the initial one), reversible and local (displace 
as few vertices as possible). As a result, authors propose 
small adjustments to a given configuration in order to 
improve the effectiveness of Tabu search in protein folding 
for HP-2D models. [196] also addresses HP-2D models. 
Moves are defined as changes of single angles of consecutive 
positions in the vector representing the protein, whereas the 
tabu list consists of forbidden angle moves to avoid reverse 
moves in a specific number of iterations. Authors claim to 
find optimal conformations for all short sequences from 5 to 
12 aminoacids. 
 [197] explores on HP energy models on 3D FCC lattices. 
The Tabu method is composed of a function to initialize the 
model in a randomized, structured manner; a fitness function 
to guide the search; and efficient data structures to avoid 
cycles.. Authors obtain the first foldings in the well-known 
“Harvard instances”[198], 10 different proteins on the cubic 
lattice. This work has been revisited in [199], where the tabu 
algorithm is combined with constraint programming. Results 
show to be promising and reliable for proteins consisting in 
less than 100 aminoacids. Eventually, all the previous results 
on HP energy models on 3D FCC lattices have been 
outperformed by the work in[200]. This paper defines a 
hydrophobic-core centric local search algorithm named SS-
Tabu. Movements are defined as a coil spinning around a 
dynamic hydrophobic-core center (HCC) by means of a 
diagonal move to build the cores. In order to avoid local 
minima, two different techniques named random-walk 
(based on the pull moves defined in[195] and relay-restart 
are defined. Another appealing approach on 3D HP lattices  
is proposed in[201] where authors develop an hybrid search 
algorithm that combines an enhanced particle swarm 
algorithm with an enhanced tabu search algorithm. The 
former appends the operation of crossover (single-point and 
two-point crossover) whereas the latter adds the operation of 
mutation. The main idea resides in using the tabu search 
algorithm to “help” the swarm algorithm to avoid local 
minimum. This hybrid algorithm has been implemented by 
MATLAB R2009b under a Windows XP system and tested 
through Fibonacci sequences and some PDB real proteins. 
Results show that it is superior to other 3D HP algorithms up 
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to sequences no longer than 48 aminoacids. A different 
approach for obtaining minimum energy in oligopeptides is 
presented in[202]. Moves are based on the dihedral angles in 
the protein’s skeleton and the cost function is the empirical 
energy function ECEPP/3. It is aimed at working in angle 
space while keeping bond length and bond angle values 
constant. The algorithm is parallelized by executing several 
moves simultaneously. Hence, it is created a partitioning of 
the set of possible movements on p subsets of approximately 
the same size, and every partition is evaluated in p different 
processors. In this manner every processor finds its best 
move, and the best between these is eventually selected. The 
main drawback in this approach is the extensive 
communication requirement among processors. It has been 
tested using the Met-enkephalinpentapetide, showing a real 
speed-up compared to related techniques due to the 
parallelization process. As a result, Tabu search is 
considered valid for conformational searches of peptides 
when an optimal combination of tabu parameter values can 
be found. 
 Xiaolong et al. proposes a tabu algorithm whose main 
feature is the generation of the initial solution for 3D AB off-
lattice models [203]. Instead of using a random function, a 
better-informed method is defined by locating hydrophobic 
residues at the center of three-dimension space and locating 
hydrophilic residues surrounding hydrophobic ones. In[204] 
a similar heuristic for the initial solution is employed and a 
new one is defined for conformation updating in 2D AB off-
lattice models. The conformation updating heuristic consists 
in picking out hydrophilic monomers squeezed among 
hydrophobic monomers and placing them in certain spots in 
2D space to speed up the search for lower-energy states. 
Hill Climbing. 
 Regarding hill climbing works in the protein folding area, 
we have found that this technique is usually combined with 
genetic algorithms to improve the results of the latter. Thus, 
in [205] a hybrid of hill-climbing and ERS-GA (genetic 
algorithm with elite-based reproduction strategy), named 
HHGA, is proposed for protein structure prediction on the 
HP-2D triangular lattice. Two hill climbing strategies are 
proposed: In the first one, the algorithm selects its neighbour 
residues from the current solution. These residues are 
generated as in mutation operations, i.e., randomly changing 
its direction. In the second one, the neighbour residues are 
generated following a method similar to the crossover 
operation. Hence, five neighbours are generated by changing 
the direction of the second segment after the crossover point, 
where rotation angles are 60°, 120°, 180°, 240° and 300°, 
respectively. If any of the five folding directions leads to a 
superior fitness to the original direction, this neighbour will 
replace the current solution. A benchmark composed of eight 
HP-2D protein sequences up to 64 aminoacids is evaluated 
and compared to simple genetic algorithms [206] and tabu 
search [207], demonstrating that HHGA produces a similar 
outcome to the those algorithms, but at the cost of 
incrementing the running time. Another work adopting hill 
climbing along with a genetic algorithm can be found in 
[208], which relies on hill-climbing recombination and 
mutation to support the search process of the evolutive 
algorithm for HP proteins. Here, the crossover operation is 
dynamically performed, allowing offspring to be added in 
the population during the same generation in an 
asynchronous manner. In this model, the proposed mutation 
operator is problem-specific and it is applied in a steepest-
ascent hill-climbing manner. Moreover, to avoid local 
optima, redundant individuals may be replaced with new 
genetic material thanks to an explicit diversification stage 
which is carried out periodically during the population 
evolution. Standard S1-S8 HP proteins are employed as a 
benchmark and they are evaluated by the hybrid model 
presented in the paper and compared to other three simpler 
models, namely a simple evolutionary algorithm, an 
evolutionary algorithm with diversification stage and an 
evolutionary algorithm with hill climbing but without 
diversification. Results show that using hill climbing to 
support evolutive algorithm is clearly beneficial with respect 
to other models neglecting its use and it could compete with 
other algorithms such as memetics. Another hybrid GA-hill 
climbing algorithm, this time to fold proteins from 
knowledge of the primary sequence and predictions of its 
secondary structure, can be found in[209]. Dihedral angles 
are used to represent the protein’s structure augmented with 
a four-helix bundle to improve the folding simulation 
conditions. According to the obtained results, the inclusion 
of a hill climbing algorithm to execute local searches in the 
GA outperforms 20% and 50% the execution of the pure, 
original GA in [210]. In conclusion, it can be stated that hill 
climbing algorithms are not practical by their own in protein 
folding, but they are rather combined with genetic 
algorithms to improve the latter. 
Simulated annealing. 
 Like hill climbing, SA is mainly adopted for improving 
other global search algorithms. For example, [211] 
introduces a protein folding simulation procedure on FCC 
lattice that employs a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) 
solver to generate neighbourhood states for a simulated 
annealing-based local search method. This proposal has been 
evaluated using three basic proteins for tuning (namely, 
4RXN, 1ENH, 4PTI) and then several proteins selected from 
PDB, with length varying from 54 to 74 aminoacids. Results 
show that the hybrid approach outperforms CSP alone both 
in accuracy and efficiency, and outperforms local search 
alone in accuracy but not in time.  
 Another approach consisting in a combination of 
Bayesian and SA functions is described in [212]. It uses 
Bayesian scoring functions to assemble native-like structures 
from fragments of unrelated protein structure with similar 
local sequences. The simulated annealing contributes to 
generate native-like structures for small helical proteins in a 
rapid manner.  Finally, it is worth mentioning the approach 
in[213] based on a pure SA algorithm in 3D HP protein 
folding simulations aimed at experimentally determining 
upper bounds for the maximum depth of local minima of the 
underlying energy and for the stopping criterion. Tests on the 
well-known ten benchmarks 
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given by [214] show that the maximum escape height from 
local minima can be upper bounded by n^(⅔) whereas the 
stopping criterion complies with the number of Markov 
chain transitions that lead to minimum conformations. 
Further tests must be carried out on real foldings of short 
protein sequences to validate these results, which could serve 
as appropriate starting conformations for folding simulations 
of real protein sequences and realistic energy functions. 
  
Figure 3 - Number of publications in protein folding, protein structure prediction or HP model 
Figure 4 - Number of publications for Neural Networks and Metaheuristics techniques applied to protein folding 
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4. TRENDS IN DESIGNING NOVEL ALGORITHMS 
AND ARCHITECTURES 
 This section provides quantitative information about the 
main contributions in the field of Metaheuristics applied to 
PSP, mainly based on coarse-grain models. Moreover, we 
show what kind of hardware architectures have been used to 
run these novel algorithms on.  Our deep search literature 
review follows a methodology that is firstly described to let 
the reader reproduce the experiments.     
 
4.1. Experimental methodology  
For this experimental study, we have used the Web of 
Knowledge (WOK, formerly known as ISI Web of 
Knowledge) [215]. WOK belongs to Thomson Reuters 
Corporation and it is an academic citation indexing and 
search service to provide bibliographic content and tools to 
access, analyze and manage multiple research information. 
 
A particular interest to us is the WOK advanced search 
tool. This tool offers a very powerful search tool to look for 
different research articles using formal rules based on field 
tags, Boolean operators, parentheses, and query sets to create 
your own query. Booleans operators include AND, OR, 
NOR, SAME and NEAR.  The following field tags are the 
most interesting for our searches purposes:  
 TS = Topic. Searches the Topic fields in all 
databases in your institution subscription. Topic 
fields include Titles, Abstracts, Keywords and 
Indexing fields such as Systematics, Taxonomic 
Terms and Descriptors.  
 SU = Research Area. Searches the Research Areas 
field within a Full Record.  
 GP=Group Author. Searches the Group Author(s) 
and Book Group Author(s) fields within of a record. 
 AU=Author. Searches for author names of journal 
articles and books in the Author(s) field and the 
Corporate Author(s) field. 
 The most interesting filed tag for our data mining 
purpose is TS as we are looking for articles related to protein 
folding, different Metaheurtistics techniques and particular 
hardware implementations. For instance, the following 
pattern searches for articles in which either “Protein folding” 
or “Protein Structure Prediction” or “HP model” are included 
in the article’s Title, Abstract or Keywords.  
                       
                                  
              
 However, the information obtained from this tool may 
have some inaccuracies as we are dealing with unstructured 
data. For instance, the terms “Neural Networks” and “Protein 
Folding” may be included in chemistry research articles 
about the brain, which clearly is not our scope. Therefore, 
after searching for some keywords we dida carefully review 
on ambiguous papers and checked whether they were related 
to the topics we are really looking for. Moreover, the WOK 
does not have very up-to-date information. Some recent 
papers are not included in their databases, and therefore, the 
quantitative information of the last couple of years may be 
incomplete. This issue mayaffect our conclusions regarding 
to the hardware trends as hardware platforms have evolved 
very rapidly in the last five years. As a result, we have also 
included articles from other databases such as Google 
Scholar, arXiv, CiteSeer(X), DBLP and  IEEEXplore, to 
name just a few. 
 
4.2. Trends in Soft Computing for the protein folding 
 In the first place, Figure 3shows the number of 
publications within the field of protein folding, protein 
structure prediction or coarse-grain HP model available in 
the WOK. The rule to perform this search is the following: 
                      
                                
              
 From Figure 3 we can state that the Protein Structure 
Prediction is a very active field of research that began in 
eighties and it is still an object of continuous research with 
approximately 2.500 published papers per year. 
 Next, Figure 4shows the number of publications related 
to the protein folding that use Soft Computing techniques. 
Here we have grouped Soft Computing techniques into two 
different categories: Neural Networks and Metaheuristics. 
According to this figure, Neural Networks have been the 
most active research topic from the nineties. However, 
Metaheuristics has recently attracted interest in the protein 
folding community. In the last few years the number of 
articles published in Metaheuristics is at the top of the Soft 
Computing techniques applied to the protein folding. Local 
Search techniques, however, are almost always combined 
with other global techniques such as genetic algorithms, 
swarm intelligence or ant colony optimization to provide 
hybrid Soft Computing techniques. They improve the 
optimization process of those global search techniques to 
avoid stalling in local optimum, as noted in Section 3.2.2.  
The following rule is only an example of how we have 
obtained the number of publications for Neural Networks:  
TS = ("protein folding" OR "protein structure prediction" 
OR "HP model") 
                                             
                                                
or "extreme learning machine*" or "multilayer 
perceptron*") 
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 Figure 5shows the number of publications in WOK 
related to both:the protein folding and different kind of 
Metaheuristics that area classified depending on their 
origins.The keywords used to do this search include for the 
nature-inspired metaheuristics:Genetic algorithm, Ant 
Colony Optimization, Artificial Bee Colony, Particle Swarm 
Optimization, Firefly Algorithm, Population-Based Harmony 
Search, memetic algorithm, Artificial Plant Optimization 
Algorithm and Social Emotional Optimization Algorithm. 
For non-nature-inspired metaheuristics the keywords are hill 
climbing, simulated annealing and tabu search. Some issues 
come up with this search as these keywords may belong to 
the same algorithmic family. For instance, ACO and ABC 
are population based methods which is also another keyword 
in Figure 5. Therefore, the number of publications depends 
on what keywords have been included in the article. Finally, 
those Metaheuristics that we could not find any work related 
to protein folding have not been included in Figure 5. 
 Figure 5places Genetic Algorithms are widely used in 
this area as they are one of the pioneer in Metaheuristic 
research. Particle Swarm and Ant Colony Optimization 
techniques are at the second place of the techniques used for 
protein structure prediction. Some variations of these 
Metaheuristics like memetics, firefly or Artifical Bee Colony 
are also applied in the literature but their use is marginal. 
 Figure 5shows the number of publication for different 
kind of non-nature metaheuristics that are mainly local 
search techniques. As previously described, local search 
techniques are used along with other global techniques to 
provide hybrid search method that improve simulation’s 
quality and performance. The methods used in the protein 
folding arena are Tabu search, simulated annealing and hill 
climbing. The latter is widely used to improve the search 
provided by Metaheuristics. Although Tabu search is very 
close to hill climbing, the computational cost of tabu is 
higher than hill climbing, and thus it is not so convenient to 
integrate it in a hybrid method. Simulated Annealing is, 
however, a very powerful local search and it is actually the 
most studied in the literature. 
 
4.3. Trends in hardware architectures for Soft 
Computing techniques applied to the protein folding 
 A common computational feature shared by many Soft 
Computing methods is their inherent massive parallelism. 
Most of them are population-based, that is, a collection of 
agents “collaborate” to find an optimal (or at least a 
satisfactory) solution. Because of this inherently parallel 
nature, these methods are well-suited to leverage parallel, 
distributed or even GPU architectures.  Table 1summarizes 
the hardware platforms that have been used to improve the 
execution of different Soft Computing techniques.Neural 
Networks are basically executed on single core processors. 
Although there are some efforts in parallelizing neural 
networks applied to other problems, to the best of our 
knowledge there is only a work that cares about 
performancein this kind of algorithms applied to coarse-
grain protein folding.  Moreover, this algorithm is based on 
deep learning, which has many layers and thus the 
computational requirements increase drastically. Genetic 
Figure 5 Number of publications that use Metaheuristics according to their origin. 
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algorithms are, however, very tied to parallel architectures. 
They are based on a population of entities where the island-
model is very attractive to improve the solution.  
 
 In the parallel island-model of genetic programming, the 
population for a given run is divided into semi-isolated 
subpopulations. Each subpopulation is assigned to a separate 
processor or node of computing system and it proceeds 
independently to each other. Once each instance of the 
genetic algorithm finishes (or other interval), a relatively 
small percentage of the individuals in each subpopulation are 
probabilistically selected (based on fitness) for migration 
from each processor to various neighboring processors. This 
idea has been implemented on different platforms from 
clusters of computer nodes to grid computing environments. 
There are also other different parallel algorithms based on 
data approach that are better suited to GPUs. ACO, ABC and 
PSO also use the island model to leverage cluster computing 
architectures. Population Based Harmony Search has been 
implemented on GPUs as well. Finally, local search 
techniques have been also improve with some ways of 
parallelism in different architectures. Nonetheless, as 
previously mentioned, these methods are always combined 
to other methods, and therefore, they are also involved in 
other rows of the Table 1.   
 
4.4. Summary 
 This section briefly summarizes the strengths and 
weaknesses of the reviewed algorithms grouped into main 
categories we have used throughout the paper. First of all, 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have been successfully 
applied to the protein's secondary structure prediction. The 
ANN computational cost of learning, applied to this 
problem, is affordable for sequential architectures, and thus 
it does not require the use of high performance computing.  
 
 Moreover, the ANNs offer an abstraction layer that 
provides solutions without having deep-knowledge of the 
problem domain that is very appreciated for non-domain 
experts within this area. However, we have only found few 
works using ANN that target more complex protein 
structure. This actually limits the successful of these 
techniques. Indeed, new trends in neural networks, such as 
deep learning, are demonstrating very good results in other 
domain fields [216]. They demand the use of high 
performance computing. The search for the ANN optimal 
architecture; i.e. the number of neurons within the hidden 
layer or even the number of layers, can be a very time 
consuming process.   
 
 This paper divides Metaheuristics for their origins into 
two main groups; nature and non-nature-inspired. Nature-
inspired metaheuristics provide very good solutions in a 
reduced time-frame but they do not guarantee optimal 
solutions. Algorithms like ACO, ABC, PSO and so on, are 
based on swarm intelligence to solve problems. They are 
inherently parallel, and therefore, theoretically well-suited 
for parallelization on emergent architectures. This feature 
has been explored in few papers, but indeed, we still see 
many remaining work in this area.Moreover, genetic 
algorithms have the advantage that they could escape from 
suboptimal local maximum/minimum. They are population-
based and they use stochastic operators that allow searching 
in different regions, thus if the population finds a better 
fitness value can move away from the suboptimal solutions. 
Genetic algorithms are also inherently parallel as population-
based algorithms and therefore they are also well-suited for 
parallelization.  Nevertheless, genetic algorithms also have 
some disadvantages whenever they target problems like 
protein folding. Sometimes genetic algorithms may converge 
very slowly, especially near an optimum. Some hybrid 
approximations have been presented for the protein folding 
problem in order to solve such problem. In that sense, 
genetic algorithms could suffer of the opposite problem and 
they can converge prematurely to the suboptimal solutions if 
the operators are not efficient enough. Finally, another 
disadvantage inherently associated to genetic algorithms is 
finding the algorithm parameters; it is not straightforward at 
all and very problem-dependent. 
 
 Non-nature-inspired metaheuristics, which in this paper 
are basically focused onlocal search techniques, provide 
appealing solutions for 2D/3D HP models. They can be 
easily combined with other global algorithms such as 
Genetic Algorithms or ACO to improve their solutions. They 
can quickly converge to better quality solutions, even 
optimal, when efficient neighborhood functions are 
employed and they could serve as appropriate starting 
conformations for folding simulations of real protein 
sequences and realistic energy functions.However, local 
search algorithms by themselves cannot guarantee an 
optimal solution. The candidate solutions are randomly 
selected and the optimal one could not be included nor 
reached from the selected ones. Also they may get locked in 
a local optimum very often and may revisit the same set of 
solutions repeatedly. 
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SoftComputing 
Technique 
Algorithm Hardware 
Platform 
Data Set Model Ref 
Neural 
Networks 
Deep Learning CUDA D329, SVMCON_TEST 
and CASP9 
HP 2D [96,97] 
NNPIF (Neural 
Network Pairwise 
Interaction Fields) 
Single core PDB  HP 2D [84] 
MLP (Multilayer 
Perceptron) 
Single core PDB, SCOP  HP 2D [72,73] 
MLP + tailored 
early-stopping 
Single core PDB  HP 2D [85] 
MLP + 
Evolutionary 
information 
Single core PDB  HP 2D [71] 
SVM (Support 
Vector Machine) 
Single core SCOP  HP 2D [86,91,94] 
Genetic 
algorithms 
Multiobjective GA 14 processors  1CRN protein Atomic model 
based on the 
dihedrals angle 
base between the 
Cα  
[168-171] 
Hybrid 
Multiobjective GA 
(Simulated 
Annealing and Hill 
Climbing) 
ParadisEO-
CMW 
framework. 
GRID5000 
tryptophan-cage (Protein 
Data Bank ID 1L2Y) and 
α-cyclodextrin proteins 
Atomic model 
based on the 
dihedrals angle 
base between the 
Cα 
[173,174] 
Simple GA MapReduce 
architecture 
(cluster) 
Benchmarks of synthetic 
sequences 
HP model [179] 
Parallel GA (single-
master multi-slave) 
Master-slaves 
processors 
Benchmarks of synthetic 
sequences 
3DHP-Side Chain 
model 
[177] 
Parallel GA (multi-
master multi-slave) 
Mesh NoC-
based multicore 
architecture 
Benchmarks of synthetic 
sequences 
Lattice protein 
model 
[178] 
Clonal selection 
algorithm (CSA) 
GPUs and 
CUDA platform 
Fibonacci based 
sequences 
AB Off-Lattice 
model 
[180] 
ACO Parallel ACO Cluster http://www.cs.sandia.gov/
tech 
reports/compbio/tortilla-
hp-benchmarks.html 
HP 3D [115] 
Parallel ACO Single PC and 
Cluster 
- HP 2D [116] 
Parallel ACO - 
packBackbone 
CASP 8 
Multicore PC. 
CASP 9 run on 
a Cluster. 
CASP 8/9 HP 3D [117] 
ABC Parallel ABC. MPI Cluster 
Networked 
computers 
with 124 
processing cores 
Sequences from 
bibliography 
HP 3D Side-Chain [122] 
Modified ABC. 
IF-ABC 
Multicore PC 
(Matlab) 
Fibonacci based 
sequences. 
PDB sequences. 
AB [121] 
Modified ABC. 
MHBO 
Multicore PC 
Visual C++ 
Met-enkphaline Atomic model 
based on the 
dihedrals angle 
base between the 
[125] 
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Cα 
PSO Parallel PSO Multicore PC 
and a cluster 
Sequences from 
bibliography 
Atomic model 
based on the 
dihedrals angle 
base between the 
Cα 
[130] 
PBHS Population Based 
Harmony Search 
Multicore PC.  
NVIDIA 
GeForce 
GTX280. 
Benchmarks of synthetic 
sequences. 
AB 2D [181] 
Tabu Search Pull moves similar 
to de 
Gennesreptation 
model. 
HuGS 
middleware 
(Human-Guided 
Search) 
Sequences from 
bibliography 
HP-2D [195] 
Protein’s angles-
based moves 
Single core 
PC AMD Duron 
700Mhz Linux 
Sequences from 
bibliography 
HP-2D [196] 
Tabu search + 
Constraint 
programming 
A cluster of 
Dell 
Power Edge 
1950 4-core 
IntelE5430 
processor with 
2.66GHz and 
16Gb RAM (no 
parallelism) 
Sequences from 
bibliography 
HP 3D FCC lattice [199] 
Spiral Search Tabu - Sequences from 
bibliography 
CASP 8/9 
HP 3D FCC lattice [200] 
Particle Swarm 
Optimizer + Tabu 
Search 
MATLAB 
R2009b under a 
Windows XP 
system. 
Fibonacci based 
sequences PDB proteins: 
IBXL, IEDP, IAGT 
HP 3D FCC lattice [201] 
Empirical energy 
function ECEPP/3 
SGI Origin 
2000 computers 
parallelized (32 
processors) 
Distributed 
memory 
MPI for 
interprocessor 
communication 
Met-
enkephalinpentapetide 
Atomic model 
based on the 
dihedrals angle 
base between the 
Cα 
[202] 
Well-informed 
initial solution 
- Fibonacci based 
sequences (13, 21, 34) 
PDB (1BXL, 1EDP, 
1AGT) 
 
3D AB  off-lattice [203] 
Heuristic for 
conformation 
updating 
Intel Core2 
Duo, 2.66 GHz 
processor and 
2.0 GB of RAM 
Fibonacci based 
sequences (13, 21, 34,55) 
PDB (1AGT, 1AHO) 
2D AB  off-lattice [204] 
Hill Climbing Montecarlo + hill 
climbing 
Linda Tuple 
Spaces (Agents) 
Multithread C 
Two Opteron 
dual core CPU 
at 2 GHz 
Several proteins from 
PDB 
1. coarse grained 
structures based on 
previous 
bibliography 
2. Own model 
[64] 
Genetic algorithm + 
hill climbing 
Single core 
Intel i7-920 
Sequences from 
bibliography 
2D HP Triangular 
lattice 
[205] 
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machines 
Genetic algorithm + 
hill climbing 
- S1-S8 standard HP 
proteins 
2D HP [208] 
Genetic algorithm + 
hill climbing 
SGI Onyx2      
12 × R10000 
supercomputer 
Folding of the alpha 
carbon atoms of 100 
non-redundant test 
proteins 
Dihedral angles to 
augmented with a 
four-helix bundle 
[209] 
Simulated 
annealing 
Time-dependent 
cooling schedule 
Gentoo Linux 
on a 2.4 GHz 
Intel Pentium 
IV processor 
Sequences from 
bibliography 
 HP 3D [213] 
Table 1 Summary of the hardware platforms used to improve different Soft Computing techniques.  
 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 The protein folding problem is a very well-known topic 
that has been widely studied during the last fifty years. 
Indeed, this review article showsthat the protein structure 
prediction problemis still a very active field of research 
nowadays, where many novel techniques and algorithms 
have been applied by means of computer simulation, mainly 
due to their high computational requirements. Our review 
focuses on both computational aspects:  
 1.-From the algorithmic point of view, we center on novel 
algorithms within the Soft Computing fieldthat have been 
applied mainly to the coarse-grain protein-folding problem, 
and focusing mostly on the HP-model.A particular interest to 
us are Neural Networks and Metaheuristics, as they are 
increasing in popularity during the last decade.The 
combination of these methods with local search techniques 
produces very powerful search strategies that providesome 
remarkable and interesting solutions to this problem. In this 
sense, and to the best of our knowledge, we have not found 
any work that design a hyper-heuristic or parametrized 
metaheuristic schema for the problem of the prediction of 
protein structure. These techniques provides a high-level of 
abstraction to look for the best metaheuristic to be applied to 
a concrete problem. Basically, metaheuristics search 
solutions within the problem domain and hyper-heuristics do 
the search within the search space of heuristics. Future 
designs should not only consider a metaheuristic, they 
should design a hyper-heuristic to provide a wide search 
within the space solution though. Besides, new trends in 
neural networks, such as deep learning, are gaining 
popularity, and we envision them as a good alternative for 
the protein structure prediction problem. However, fruitful 
works in this area should be designed taking care of 
computational requirements they intrinsically have by its 
definition, and thus they should designed on massively 
parallel architectures. 
 2.-From the hardware point of view, there are also some 
relevant contributions in the literature. Most of Soft 
Computing techniques are inspired bynature and they are 
massively parallel by their definition.Therefore they are well 
suited for implementation on parallel or even massively 
parallel architectures. After a deep literature review, we 
concludethat the gap between hardware and software in the 
simulation of protein folding is still very wide. There are 
some works that combine novel hardware and software 
techniques but they representjust an incipient research line. 
We are witnessing a revolution in hardware platforms where 
massive and heterogeneous platforms are dominating the 
marketsuch as GPUs.There are many applications already 
working right on the scientific and engineering fields. 
Changing them to run with billion-way parallelism will 
require redesigning or even reinventing the algorithms used 
in them, and potentially reformulating the science problems.  
 The protein folding simulation is a multidisciplinary field 
of research where scientists from different areas work 
together in order to solve challenges of the next century. 
Although many success cases have been reported in this 
review, there are still many aspects on the scientific side that 
need improvement. Just to name a few, the focus of 
application of these techniques relies on the study of single 
systems such as isolated proteins, but an “out of the box” 
approach should be followed in order to exploit them in 
more complex systems such as the ones in study by systems 
biology, as the cell as a whole. Also, techniques reviewed in 
this paper for the PSP problem might be directly applied to 
other biological macromolecules such as disordered proteins, 
nucleic acids, polymers, and systems with relevant 
nanotechnological interest. However, solving the problem of 
the prediction of protein structure, it is not an easy task. The 
workflow in Bioinformatics to create efficient tools is a long 
pipeline where each stage may take several years. Once 
theoretical models have been defined by experts from 
fundamental research fields such as physics, biology and 
chemistry, computer scientists need to define algorithms to 
simulate such models in computers. Moreover, as we move 
to a sustainable world, there are also other important 
concerns to take into accountas performance and energy 
efficiency of such algorithms on particular hardware 
architectures.  Understanding how to bridging the gaps 
between hardware and software will be the key to solve 
mission-critical science problems at exascale. 
 From our point of view, future developments in this area 
should be aware of this landscape of computation.First of all, 
the physical limitations of silicon-based architectures are 
threatening the evolution of processors. Heterogeneous 
computing including GPUs, multiprocessors, or low-power 
processors come to the rescue when no answer looms on the 
horizon.Particularly, GPUs are showing great benefits in 
terms of performance and power consumption. The ratios 
compared with CPUs are expected toincrease even more as 
long as the problem size keeps growing and GPU 
microarchitectures take the next step forward. Moreover, the 
novel interest of governments in green computing makes 
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mandatory developsscientific power-aware applications that 
use all hardware resources at minimum power-budget.  
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